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Chapter 41 - My Love For You Is Infinite  

Today was a day off for Lin Xing Xue, so Xiao Tian decided to go to her place. However, today, he didn't 

come with empty hands. 

There was a bouquet of white roses in his right hand, and he kept smelling the scent of white roses 

while walking. 

He treated the bouquet of white roses as if it was his dear lover. The people, who were seeing him 

behave like that, smiled at what he was doing. 

Some of them teased him, some of them made fun of him while saying he was like an idiot, but some of 

them cheered him and gave their blessing to him. 

Not long after that, Xiao Tian arrived at Lin Xing Xue's home, and he immediately knocked on the door. 

"Little Xue, your lover, is coming." Xiao Tian said before hiding the bouquet of white roses behind his 

back. 

CLICK 

The sound of the door opened by someone could be heard in his ears. Once the door was opened, a 

beautiful mature woman wearing a red T-shirt with short blue pants could be seen. 

"Tian?" Lin Xing Xue said with puzzlement. 

"Little Xue, your lover, is coming. Are you happy?" Xiao Tian asked as he smiled 

She looked at him with puzzlement. After a few seconds, she smiled and said, "Yes, I'm happy." 

Upon seeing her beautiful smile, Xiao Tian almost forgot to give her the bouquet of white roses. He 

immediately showed her the bouquet of white roses and smiled, "Here. I prepared this beautiful 

bouquet of white roses for a beautiful lady." 

After seeing that, she smiled and received the bouquet of white roses. "Thank you. Hehe. There are a lot 

of white roses." 

"That's right. There are fifty roses in this bouquet. It symbolizes that my love for you is infinite. My love 

for you is as tall as a mountain and as big as the lake" Xiao Tian said 

She giggled and said, "But a mountain and a lake are not infinite. It's even can be measured." 

Upon hearing her words, Xiao Tian gave a cough and said, "Cough... I mean, my love for you is as tall as 

the sky, as big as the universe, and as deep as a black hole." 

"Hehe. Good! Now it's infinite" she said as she smiled beautifully 

"Un, un. That's it." Xiao Tian nodded his head after seeing the beautiful smile on her face. "Yes. This is 

what I want to see. A beautiful smile from the bottom of your heart. You seem so stressed earlier." 



"So, when you said that your love was as tall as a mountain and as big as the lake, it was only to make 

me smile? But, didn't I smile after receiving the bouquet of white roses?" she said 

"Little Xue, I knew that you smiled after receiving the bouquet, but I could see that you didn't smile from 

the bottom of your heart, It seemed as if you only smiled on your face, but your mind was in somewhere 

else," he said 

"Tian, I'm sorry" Lin Xing Xue lowered her head and apologized 

Xiao Tian looked at her lovingly and said, "Little Xue, I know you have a problem. I'm sure that everyone 

has a problem, but remember this little Xue; you're not alone, there is still me. I'll do anything to help 

you and make you happy. If you can't say it now, I'll wait until you decide to say it to me." 

Lin Xing Xue looked at him for a few seconds before she finally said, "Thank you, Tian. I'm fine now. 

Come in" 

"Un." Xiao Tian nodded his head 

Xiao Tian then entered her house and sat on a red couch in the guest room. 

"Wait here. I will make a tea and bring some snacks" Lin Xing Xue said 

"Alright" Xiao Tian nodded 

Then Lin Xing Xue put a bouquet of white roses in a flower vase in her room before finally, she headed 

to the kitchen to make tea for him. 

However, when she wanted to bring some biscuits, there were no biscuits left. And because she forgot 

to buy it, so she had no choice but only to bring tea. 

"Sorry, I ran out of biscuits and forgot to buy it." Lin Xing Xue said while putting the tea on the table. 

"Don't worry about it. I still have you as my biscuits" Xiao Tian said jokingly 

"Hmf! Bad boy! You want to treat me like biscuits?" Lin Xing Xue said as she smiled 

"Why not?" Xiao Tian said while grabbing her hands and pulling her to him 

"Kya!" Lin Xing Xue was surprised and let out a cute voice when Xiao Tian suddenly pulled her toward 

him. "What is it, Tian? Why are you suddenly pulling me?" 

"Nothing. I just want you to be close to me." Xiao Tian said as he made Lin Xing Xue sit on his lap 

When Lin Xing Xue was sitting on Xiao Tian's lap, Xiao Tian's right arm wrapped around Lin Xing Xue's 

hips while Xiao Tian's left hand held Lin Xing Xue's right hand. 

Lin Xing Xue didn't try to run or do anything at that time. She even let Xiao Tian put his right arm around 

her waist and also let Xiao Tian held her right hand. 

"So, is this the reason you come here so early in the morning?" Lin Xing Xue asked while wrapping her 

left arm around Xiao Tian's neck. 

"Yes. This is one of the reasons" Xiao Tian said honestly 



"One of the reasons?" Lin Xing Xue said with puzzlement 

"Yes. The other reason is I want to open a business, and I want to hire you" Xiao Tian said as he looked 

into Lin Xing Xue's eyes 

"But I already work at the cosmetic shop. I'm afraid I can't work for you because it will make me very 

tired" Lin Xing Xue worked from 09.00 am to 06.00 pm and six-day a week, so in her view, if she also 

worked in the evening, she was afraid her body couldn't bear it. 

"You don't need to worry about that. Your job is only to supervise, and you don't need to be there all 

the time. Oh! I'll be there too" he said 

Upon hearing his words, Lin Xing Xue was interested in the job that he was talking about. She looked at 

him and asked curiously, "What job is it?" 

Xiao Tian started telling her everything, from how he wanted to make clothing design and also explained 

that he had made the famous singer Yun Xin Er agree to wear his clothing dress at her next live concert if 

she liked his clothing design. 

Lin Xing Xue was shocked again after hearing that. She thought the young man who wanted her as his 

lover had many talents, such as playing the piano, making clothes until creating a song. 

However, Xiao Tian didn't tell Lin Xing Xue that he sold his song to Yun Xin Er. He only said that he 

composed a song and played it at the piano competition. 

"That's a good start, Tian. You are very lucky" Lin Xing Xue said 

"Yes. I am just lucky." Xiao Tian said as he smiled 

Chapter 42 - You Can Kiss Me, Hug Me, Or Hold My Hands  
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"If miss Yun wears your dress at her next live concert, I'm sure you'll get a lot of order after her live 

concert is over." Lin Xing Xue stated 

"Well, we'll know about it later," Xiao Tian responded 

At that moment, Lin Xing Xue was still sitting on his lap with her left hand wrapping around Xiao Tian's 

neck. Lin Xing Xue and Xiao Tian had talked in that position for about thirty minutes and did not intend 

to separate from each other. 

They were like a lovebird, joking, laughing, and teasing each other. 

After a few minutes of talking about his business plan, Xiao Tian suddenly touched Lin Xing Xue's chin 

and turned her head to face him. They looked into each other's eyes for a few seconds before finally, 

Xiao Tian brought his face closer to her face and kissed her pink lips gently. 



As they kissed, Xiao Tian could smell Lin Xing Xue's mouth fragrant scent, an aromatic scent that made 

him addicted to her lips and made him want to kiss her all the time. 

After kissing for about ten seconds, Xiao Tian broke the kiss and looked at her lovingly. "Little Xue, I love 

you." 

Lin Xing Xue smiled beautifully and replied, "I know." 

After saying that, Lin Xing Xue brought her face closer to Xiao Tian's face and kissed his lips. A beautiful 

smile appeared on his face after she kissed him. 

That was the first time Lin Xing Xue had initiated to kiss him first. Usually, Xiao Tian was the one who 

kissed her first. 

At that moment, Xiao Tian was happy because the time she'll accept him entirely was very near. It was 

like when he seduced Mei Xing in his previous life. Everything needs to be done one by one. 

"So, are you willing to work with me?" Xiao Tian asked abruptly 

"If my job is only to become a supervisor and don't need always to be there all the time. I'll accept it" Lin 

Xing Xue responded 

"Good! Don't worry. If you feel like you're tired and can't bear it anymore, I, as your future boss and 

your lover, will allow you to go home early. I'll also be there to sedu—ehm, I mean I'll also be there to 

accompany you." Xiao Tian stated as he smiled. 

"So, you will accompany me?" Lin Xing Xue asked curiously 

"Of course, I will. I don't want something happened to my lover, so I'll be there to accompany you." Xiao 

Tian answered 

One of the biggest reasons Xiao Tian wanted to hire Lin Xing Xue was so he can spend more time with 

her. 

With her working under him, they will spend a lot of time together. He had never thought of giving her 

hard work from the beginning because he understands that she is already tired from working at the 

cosmetic shop. 

Xiao Tian knew that he was selfish at that time, but for the sake of spending more time with her, he 

needs to become a selfish person. 

Actually, Lin Xing Xue only needs to accompany him, and that would be enough for him. The reason he 

told her that she'd work as a supervisor was that he knew if he offers her a job only to accompany him, 

she would immediately reject it. 

Lin Xing Xue was a strong woman, so Xiao Tian knew she didn't like it if someone is taking pity on her 

life. He thought with offering her a job, it wasn't only he can help her with money, but he also can spend 

more time with her. It's a big win for him. 

Actually, Xiao Tian also had a plan to make her stop working at the cosmetic shop and make her work for 

him full time but now is not the right time. 



"Is that so? Then I'll feel safe with you beside me" Lin Xing Xue stated as she smiled 

"With this, we can also spend more time together," Xiao Tian said as he kissed her cheeks 

Lin Xing Xue didn't mind it when Xiao Tian kissed her cheeks and behaved as if it was a normal thing. She 

was accustomed to the things he used to do to her, like holding her hands, kissing her, hugging her, 

caressing her hair, or touching her cheeks. 

She didn't know why she never hates it. She even loved it, especially when Xiao Tian hugs her. With so 

many problems she faces at that time, it's felt as if she is alive again every time he kisses her, hugs her, 

or caress her hair. 

It seems as if her body responds to his touch like her body was made for him. 

"So, when do you want to look for the tailor?" Lin Xing Xue asked 

"Today. Do you want to come along with me?" Xiao Tian asked 

"Alright." Lin Xing Xue said as she nodded 

She wanted to get up but he immediately grabbed her waist and put her on his lap again 

"Didn't you want to look for a tailor today. Why don't we look for tailor right now? The sooner, the 

better, right?" she stated as she looked at him 

"No, I still want to talk with you in this position. "Xiao Tian answered while wrapping his hands around 

her waist 

Looking at how he behaves, Lin Xing Xue smiled and responded, "How long do you plan to continue 

talking in this position?" 

"As long as possible." Xiao Tian replied 

Lin Xing Xue pinched Xiao Tian's nose and smiled, "Fine. We will talk in this position as long as you 

want." 

"As expected, my lover has understood me very well." Xiao Tian stated as he smiled 

"So how will you reward me for understanding you?" she remarked jokingly 

"How about my body?" Xiao Tian responded as he laughed 

Hearing his words, Lin Xing Xue chuckled and spoke, "What's the use of your body for me?" 

"You can kiss me, hug me, or hold my hands." Xiao Tian replied as he smiled 

"But what if I want to hit you and slap your face?" Lin Xing Xue asked as she giggled 

Upon hearing her words, the corner of Xiao Tian's lips twitched." Well, if my lover want to hit and slap 

me, I will sacrifice my body for the sake of my lover" 

"Really?" Lin Xing Xue said in surprise 

"Yes" Xiao Tian nodded his head 



"Then, close your eyes." Lin Xing Xue said 

"Why do I need to close my eyes?" Xiao Tian asked curiously 

"Just do as I say!" Lin Xing Xue answered, then continued, "Tian, hurry up and close your eyes." 

Upon hearing Lin Xing Xue call out his name with a gentle tone, her voice was like a beautiful song that 

could make Xiao Tian's heart calm. That was why Xiao Tian decided to close his eyes. 

After closing his eyes for two seconds, Xiao Tian immediately opened his eyes. He thought Lin Xing Xue 

would hit him or slap him, but he was wrong. 

She didn't slap him or hit him but kissed him, or more precisely, she kisses his forehead. 

Upon seeing Xiao Tian opens his eyes, Lin Xing Xue spoke, "Hey! Why did you open your eyes?" 

"Nothing. I didn't expect that my lover want to kiss me so badly" Xiao Tian responded jokingly 

"Do you like it?" Lin Xing Xue asked as she smiled 

"Yes. I like it." he nodded 

"Good!" she smiled 

"I want more." Xiao Tian stated as he touched his lips using his index finger. "Here" 

"Alright." Lin Xing Xue then kissed his lips. 

At that time, Xiao Tian was happy. Even though he only gets her body and still haven't get her full heart, 

but when they were alone, she was more open to him. 

Chapter 43 - Do You Have A Girlfriend ?  

 

 

 

After thirty minutes, Xiao Tian finally released Lin Xing Xue from her lap and prepared to find a tailor. 

Coincidently Lin Xing Xue had a friend who was a reliable tailor. Her friend's name was Shi Fei. Shi Fei 

was Lin Xing Xue's friend from the college, but they were still keeping in touch until now. 

That was why, when Xiao Tian told her that he was looking for a reliable tailor, the first person that 

appeared on her thought was Shi Fei. 

Shi Fei lived in an apartment, and her apartment was quite far from Lin Xing Xu's home. It took around 

fifteen minutes by bus before they arrived at Shi Fei's apartment. 

The apartment building where Shi Fei lived was like an ordinary apartment building, a tall rectangular 

building with a lot of room. There were several apartment buildings around Shi Fei apartment building 

with several gardens and trees in front of it. 



When they were inside the apartment building, they immediately walked toward the elevator because 

Shi Fei's apartment was on the tenth floor. 

After reaching on the tenth floor, they needed to walk for a few seconds before finally arriving in front 

of Shi Fei's apartment. On the tenth floor of Shi Fei's apartment block, there were six different 

apartments, including She Fei's apartment. 

Lin Xing Xue immediately took her smartphone and called her. 

"Hello," a voice rang out from Lin Xing Xue's smartphone. 

"Fei, I know you're in your apartment. Open it! I'm in front of your apartment right now." Lin Xing Xue 

said 

"What?" Shi Fei answered in surprise, "Wait for a second. I'll tidy up my apartment first." 

"Please do it quickly." Lin Xing Xue replied before hanging up the phone. 

Five minutes later, Shi Fei opened the apartment door. 

"Xue I …. "Shi Fei spoke halfway before closing the apartment room. "Wait a minute." 

She Fei thought Lin Xing Xue came to her apartment alone, so she didn't bother to spruce up her 

appearance, but when she saw a handsome young man next to Lin Xing Xue, of course, she would close 

the door again to spruce up her appearance. 

"..This woman…." Lin Xing Xue said as she shook her head. 

"Hahaha" Xiao Tian only laughed at that time 

CLICK 

The door opened again 

"Please come in." Shi Fei said as she smiled 

When Shi Fei opened the door again, Xiao Tian finally could see her face clearly. She was a little prettier 

than the average beautiful woman, but there was a big plus that anyone would give to her when they 

see her. That was her curvaceous body. 

Shi Fei was a tall woman with a big chest, slender waist, and plump ass. To put it in short, she had a body 

of a supermodel, a body that could make every woman envy of her. Even though she was a little prettier 

than an average beautiful woman, but her curvaceous body would make any male drool for her when 

they see her. 

"Why did you close the door again?" Lin Xing Xue asked as she giggled. 

"Hey! You didn't tell me that you came with a handsome young man!" Shi Fei answered with a low voice 

Upon hearing her answer, Lin Xing Xue just giggled. Of course, as a woman, she could understand her 

feeling. 



When they were inside Shi Fei's apartment, they immediately saw shoe storage near the door. There 

were several shoes and slippers on it. 

They walked straight before arriving at the guest room. The guest was around 3x3 meters, with only TV 

and a white couch on it. 

However, what made it comfortable was, next to the guest room, there was a balcony where sunlight 

illuminates the guest room, and it would be a perfect place when the sun rises. 

On the balcony, there were small chairs and a table with a few plants neatly arranged in the basket next 

to the chair. Xiao Tian thought that Shi Fei's apartment was cozy, making anyone feel comfortable in 

there. 

"So, why did you come here? You even brought a handsome young man with you? You want to show 

off, right?" Li Fei said as she looked at Lin Xing Xue 

"I have a job for you. Xiao Tian wants to make a dress, so I want to introduce you to him." Lin Xing Xue 

answered as she went straight to the point. 

"Hello. I'm Xiao Tian." Xiao Tian introduced himself as he smiled beautifully 

"Waaa… A handsome young man with a beautiful smile. My life is compl… ehm. I mean. Hello little 

brother. My name is Shi Fei. Little brother, do you have a girlfriend?" Shi Fei said 

"I do." Xiao Tian answered while pointing his index finger to Lin Xing Xue 

"Xue, so, you want to show off to me by coming here with your handsome young boyfriend, huh. Do you 

want to make fun of me because I'm still single?" Shi Fei said angrily 

"No! I have a job for you!" Lin Xing Xue said, then she looked at Xiao Tian and continued, "Huft, Tian, I 

still haven't accepted you as my boyfriend…and can we have a serious conversation first" 

Shi Fei touched Lin Xing Xue's shoulders and said, "Xue, if you don't want him, please give him to me" 

Upon hearing Shi Fei's words, Lin Xing Xue unconsciously answered, "No, he is mine!" 

After saying that, Lin Xing Xue immediately covered her mouth and lowered her head. Her face 

immediately reddened like a tomato. 

Xiao Tian was happy after hearing Lin Xing Xue's words, and he couldn't stop smiling because of that. 

"So, what is it? Do you like him or not?" Shi Fei asked curiously 

"Whatever I like him or not is up to me! It has nothing to do with you!" Lin Xing Xue stated 

"Of course, there is! If you continue treating him like this, sooner or later he'll give up on you so just give 

him to me. I don't want to waste a handsome young man like him" Shi Fei said 

Hearing Shi Fei's words, Lin Xing Xue was stunned. She realized that everyone had their own limits 

patience. What if he doesn't want her anymore and decides to give up on her. 

Suddenly Lin Xing Xue felt pain in her heart as if something sharp had pierced her heart. 



Will he give up on me? Will he not want me anymore later? But…but he said he would love me forever. 

Am I selfish for making him wait this whole time? Lin Xing Xue thought to herself 

Her feeling suddenly became complicated at that time. Lin Xing Xue patted her cheeks and said on her 

head again. 

'No. I believe in him. He'll wait for me because he said so. He'll wait for me until I accept him. Yes, I'm 

sure he'll wait for even though it takes a long time.' 

Chapter 44 - Let's Start And Success  
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Looking at Lin Xing Xue, who's lost in her own thought, Shi Fei immediately said, "How about sharing him 

with me?" 

Upon hearing Shi Fei's words, Lin Xing Xue widened her eyes and turned her head towards Xiao Tian. She 

opened her mouth as if she wanted to say something but decided against it. 

"Little brother, you don't mind it, right? I've got a curvaceous body, and I'll make sure little brother 

won't be disappointed with me," Shi Fei stated as she smiled. 

"Sure." Xiao Tian replied as he nodded. 

Xiao Tian wasn't a saint, so if a woman with a curvaceous body were offering herself to him, he'd gladly 

accept it. 

"See! He doesn't mind it" Shi Fei said as she looked at Lin Xing Xue 

"Tian!" Lin Xing Xue said 

"Mm. What is it, little Xue?" Xiao Tian asked as he smiled. 

"Tian, our purpose in coming here is to talk about business, so stop flirting her." Lin Xing Xue replied 

"Aishah. Little Xue, what are you talking about? Up until now, I only speak a few wor-- "Xiao Tian spoke 

halfway before a smile appeared on his face "Little Xue, are you jealous?" 

"Tian, stop joking around!" Lin Xing Xue said. After that, she looked at Shi Fei and continued, "And you, 

Fei. You should remember your age." 

"Hey! What's wrong with that?" Shi Fei was unhappy when Lin Xin Xue talked about the age at that time 

because she was still twenty-nine years old. She thought she was still young, and her adventure was still 

long. 

"Little brother, you don't mind having a relationship with an older woman, right?" Shi Fei asked as she 

looked at him. 



"Of course, I'm fine with it. Love is blind, you know, so whatever it's an older woman, younger woman or 

the woman of the same age, if I like someone, I'll love that person with all my heart even though the 

world will laugh at me later." Xiao Tian answered 

Upon hearing Xiao Tian's words, Lin Xing Xue had a complicated face while Shi Fei smiled and said, "Xue, 

did you hear that?" 

At that moment, Lin Xin Xue didn't answer her. She only looked at Xiao Tian seriously, and when she 

looked at him, Xiao Tian also looked at her with a beautiful smile on his face. 

Seeing Lin Xing Xue, who was still staring at him thoughtfully, Xiao Tian grabbed her waist and made her 

sit close to him. When Xiao Tian made Lin Xing Xue sit near him, she was still looking at him, as if she 

was looking for something on his face 

"Little Xue, I know you're still wavering, but don't ever doubt my lov—no, the word 'love' isn't big 

enough to describe my feelings for you. For me, you're like breathing. I can't stop needing you, and it's 

necessary for my survival," Xiao Tian stated as he looked at Lin Xing Xue lovingly. 

"Tian... I….. I…." Lin Xing Xue wanted to say something, but it was as if the words stuck in her throat, 

making her unable to say the words she wanted to tell him. 

Xiao Tian put his index finger on her lips and said, "It's alright. Just remember, there's a person who 

can't live without you in this world…..and that person is me, Xiao Tian." 

After saying that, Xiao Tian kissed Lin Xing Xue's forehead gently. At that time, Shi Fei chuckled and 

stated, "Wow! I didn't know our former campus goddess can behave like this too." 

"Campus goddess?" Xiao Tian asked with puzzlement 

"Ah! You don't know about that, little brother? When we were college students, Xue was a campus 

goddess, you know." Shi Fei said 

Xiao Tian turned his head and looked at Lin Xing Xue. "Is that true?" 

"What do you think?" Lin Xing Xue asked as she smiled 

"Given your beauty, I won't be surprised if you're a former campus goddess. Even if you told me, you're 

a real goddess, I'll believe it" Xiao Tian said as he smiled 

"You really know how to make a lady happy." Lin Xing Xue stated as she giggled before changing the 

topic. "Alright. Let's talk about business." 

Xiao Tian started to explain everything to Shi Fei. She Fei was shocked when she heard that and started 

thinking that the handsome young man in front of her was the ideal partner for life. She Fei also thought 

the possibility of this business success was high because of Yun Xin Er. 

"Alright, I accept it. Let's make the preparation right now" Shi Fei said 

"Good! I like a person who doesn't waste time" Xiao Tian said 

After deciding that they will sit on the floor when they work later, they moved the couch close to the TV 

to make the space in the guess room wider. 



After that, She Fei brought the round table and placed it in front of them. The round table has the right 

high. It wasn't too high or too low, so it makes them comfortable when they work on the round table 

later. 

"Wait for a second. I'll bring my laptop and stationery." Shi Fei said 

Shi Fei was happy at that time because if this business is a success, she will get a lot of money from him, 

and he also promised her that he would give her a bonus if the dress were to Yun Xin Er's liking. 

Not long after that, Shi Fei brought her laptop and stationery. After placing it on the round table, Shi Fei 

raised her right hand and shouted enthusiastically. "Let's start and success!" 

Hearing her word, Lin Xing Xue and Xiao Tian immediately laughed. 

"Yes. Let's start and success," Xiao Tian and Lin Xing Xue nodded at the same time. 

Xiao Tian started drawing dresses for Yun Xin Er's concert according to the theme. After he finished 

drawing the dress, he colored the drawing dress in black color because he thought it suited the theme of 

a broken girl. 

Xiao Tian drew three pieces of the dresses and colored it. 

After that, Xiao Tian showed it to Lin Xing Xue and Shi Fei. Lin Xing Xue and Shi Fei were stunned after 

seeing his drawing. The dresses Xiao Tian draws were gorgeous and suited to the theme perfectly. 

At first, Lin Xing Xue and Shi Fei were doubting Xiao Tian's skill when he says he would draw the dresses 

easily. However, after seeing his drawing with their eyes, Lin Xing Xue and Shi Fei had no choice but to 

acknowledge his ability. 

Upon seeing the beautiful drawing dresses, Lin Xing Xue and Shi Fei were sure that Yun Xing Er would 

like these dresses. They also thought that Yun Xin Er would look stunning in her live concert if she wears 

it. 

"Xue, he is an ideal partner for life! He is young, handsome, and multi-talented. Isn't he perfect? "Shi Fei 

spoke and paused for a moment. "Xue, give him to me or at least, share him wit— wait, you're still 

haven't become his girlfriend, so why should I ask your permission." 

At that time, Lin Xing Xue didn't answer her. She was still looking at the dresses that Xiao Tian drew. It 

looked like his drawing had a magnet on it, making Lin Xing Xue unable to take her eyes off from his 

drawing and couldn't stop praising it. 

"Little brother…. I think you're an ideal partner for life, so will little brother take me as your girlfriend? If 

not, I'm also fine with being a mistress too, as long as little brother don't forget about me," Shi Fei said 

seductively 

after saying that, Shi Fei grabbed his right hand and pressed it against her big breasts. She thought he 

would say YES if she did that because until now there were no men who said NO when they felt how soft 

her breasts were but… 



"Let's work first and talk about it later." Xiao Tian answered without paying attention to her. For him, 

when it's time to works, he'll work seriously, and when it's time to tease someone, he'll also be teasing 

seriously. 

After hearing his words, Shi Fei was unhappy. This was the first time a man had refused her after she 

had done that, but after looking at his handsome face and his cool body, she knew that he must have 

felt a lot of woman's breasts, so she thought it was a normal thing for him. 

At that time, Shi Fei could only sigh, "Huft!" 

After that, they planned everything. Time went by quickly, and it was already 06:00 pm. It was a time for 

Lin Xing Xue and Xiao Tian to leave. 

And as usual, on the way home, Xiao Tian didn't stop teasing Lin Xing Xue, making her smile and gently 

hitting his chest a few times. 

Chapter 45 - Good, I’m Satisfied  
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"Wow, those dresses are so beautiful. It makes me want to wear it and flaunt it to everyone." She Fei 

said while covering her little mouth. 

Shi Fei still couldn't believe that she was participating in making beautiful dresses in front of her because 

usually, as a tailor, she only did a simple thing, or at most, she only made simple pants, skirts, shirts, or 

T-shirt. 

Upon seeing the beautiful dresses in front of her, Shi Fei wanted to wear it, take a photo of herself and 

post it on her social media accounts. Still, unfortunately, she was unable to do that because the dresses 

in front of her ware dress based on Yun Xin Er's body size while her body size and Yun Xin Er's body size 

was different. 

After seeing those beautiful dresses, a smile appeared on their faces. Three pieces of dresses looked so 

beautiful on the mannequin, and the dresses also gave an aura of sorrowful, depression, and 

hopelessness. 

"Un, good! I'm satisfied!" Xiao Tian said as he touched his chin 

"Un. Me too!" Lin Xing Xue and Shi Fei said at the same time 

They spent ten days to make those three dresses. Of course, some people also helped them. Otherwise, 

they couldn't finish it in ten days. 

These people were paid per day by Xiao Tian using the money he got from the competition and from the 

song that he sold to Yun Xing Er. 

And when they finished making those dresses, Xiao Tian gave them a bonus, because he was satisfied 

with their works, making them smile and hoping to work with him again. 



Because Xiao Tian wanted to let Yun Xin Er know about it, Xiao Tian took his smartphone and called Yun 

Xin Er, but she didn't pick up her smartphone. 

After thinking that Yun Xin Er was busy and couldn't be disturb, Xiao Tian decided to send her a 

message, informing her that the dresses were ready and she can see it as soon as possible. 

"How is it, little brother?" Shi Fei asked abruptly. 

"She didn't pick up her smartphone. Maybe she is busy right now, but I've sent her a message, informing 

her that she can see the dresses when she isn't busy anymore" Xiao Tian said 

"Well, she's a famous singer, so it's no wonder that she is so busy," Shi Fei said 

"That's right. I'm sure Miss Yun will immediately call you when she isn't busy anymore" Lin Xing Xue said 

"Yes" Xiao Tian nodded 

"Xue, thanks for introducing little brother to me. I can see that my future is shining like sunlight right 

now. I love you Xue" Shi Fei said as she hugged Lin Xing Xue and kissed her cheeks. 

"Hey! Miss Yun still hasn't agreed to wear those dresses on her live concert, you know" Lin Xing Xue said 

"What are you talking about? Look at those dresses! It's so beautiful! I'm sure Miss Yun will agree to 

wear those dresses on her live concert" Shi Fei said 

"You're still a positive person as ever huh," Lin Xing Xue said 

After seeing them behave like that, Xiao Tian smiled and asked, "Oh right, Shi Fei. How can you befriend 

little Xue? Your major at university was computer engineering, while little Xue major was makeup and 

beauty. How can you become good friends?" 

"Well, we became friends after being on the organizing committee when we were at university." Shi Fei 

said 

"Ooh…So, why didn't you work at the company after you graduated?" he asked curiously 

"I worked in a company before, but my supervisor was always angry at me and forced me to work on 

assignments that were not mine, making me always work overtime. That was why I quit. Now I work as 

freelancer and tailor. Even though my income is not high but I'm happy with my life right now" Shi Fei 

said 

"You're unlucky. Some of the supervisors are indeed an asshole in some companies. They use positions 

to bully someone in a lower position or to get what they want" Xiao Tian said 

"That's right. If I remember what he did to me, I really want to kick his face" Shi Fei said angrily 

"Hahaha. Why didn't you do that before you quit your job?" Xiao Tian asked as he laughed 

"Haha. It's fine. Right now, he is already in the prison because he embezzled company money" Shi Fei 

said 

"Oh! What a corrupt man!" Xiao Tian said in surprise 



"Serves him right. I hope he dies in prison!" Shi Fei spoke and paused for a few seconds before she 

continued, "Oh right little brother, your website for the online shop is ready. I finished creating it last 

night" 

"Really?" Xiao Tian asked in surprise 

"Yes." Shi Fei nodded 

"Good." Xiao Tian said as she smiled. 

After that, they discussed their plans. After they finished planning everything, Xiao Tian brought the 

dresses to his home. 

---------------------- 

The next day in the morning, Yun Xin Er called Xiao Tian and told him that she could meet him. She was 

also curious and wanted to see the dresses that he designs. 

Upon hearing her words, Xiao Tian told Yun Xin Er to meet him at his home to see the dresses. After 

around thirty minutes later, Yun Xin Er arrived at his home. 

"How is it big sister Yun?" Xiao Tian asked 

"Good. I like it!" Yun Xin Er said as she nodded 

Yun Xin Er was fascinated by the beauty of the dresses, and those dresses also gave an aura that was 

well suited to the theme. 

Yun Xin Er thought those dresses would make her stunning at her live concert. 

After hearing her words, Xiao Tian was happy and said, "So, which one of those dresses that you 

choose?" 

"All of those dresses." Yun Xing Er said 

Yun Xing Er thought those dresses suited the song that she was going to sings later, so she wanted to 

take all the dresses. 

Upon hearing she wants to take all of the dresses, Xiao Tian smiled from ear to ear. If Yun Xing Er wears 

his three design dresses in her live concert and gives good words on his dresses, Xiao Tian was sure that 

he'd have a lot of orders when her live concert is over. 

When he thought about that, Xiao Tian laughed hard on his head. 

"I'm glad to hear that." Xiao Tian said, he then continued, "So when will big sister take those dresses?" 

"Today. I'll call someone from the company to come and get those dresses" Yun Xin Er said 

Xiao Tian cleared his throat and said, "Please don't forget to give a good word on my design dresses, big 

sister Yun" 

Yun Xin Er looked at him and said, "Fine. Fine, I understand. But you have to treat me a meal after 

someone buys your design clothes later, do you understand?" 



"I promise" Xiao Tian said as he smiled 

"Don't break your promise or this big sister will make you regret it later." she said as she smiled 

"Don't worry. I'm a man on my words" he said 

"Good." she said 

---------------- 

Time went by quickly, and it was time for Yun Xin Er's live concert. 

At that time, Xiao Tian and his aunt sat on the couch in the living room because they wanted to watch 

Yun Xin Er's live concert on TV. Of course, for Xiao Tian, his primary purpose for watching Yun Xin Er's 

live concert was because he wanted to know how people would react when she wears his design dress. 

At that time, suddenly, his mother came and sat on Xiao Tian's embrace. 

After that, his mother grabbed Xiao Tian's arms and placed it on her waist. Upon seeing how his mother 

behaves, Xiao Tian smiled and hugged his mother tightly. 

"Hehe. Mother likes this kind of position." Ye Xueyin said as she smiled 

"Is that so?" he asked 

"Yes. It feels good when we're sitting like this. Mother can feel Tian's warmness" Ye Xueyin said 

After hearing that, Xiao Tian smiled and said, "Then, if mother likes it, you should reward me by kissing 

me on my lips" 

Ye Xueyin turned her head and said, "Alright" she then kissed his lips 

Chapter 46 - Of Course, I Like It.  

 

6-7 minutes 

 

At that time, his mother was wearing a loose green T-shirt and white shorts. When his mother sat in his 

embrace, Xiao Tian could smell his mother's fragrance, making it difficult to concentrate on watching 

Yun Xin Er's concert anymore. 

Every time Xiao Tian breathes in, he could smell the floral scent of cherry blossom on his mother's body, 

making him feel fresh as if he was sitting under a cherry tree in the springtime. 

As his mother watched Yun Xin Er's live concert on TV, Xiao Tian started moving his hands and squeezed 

his mother's breast through her T-shirt while smelling his mother's fragrance. 

"Ahhhh," Ye Xueyin let out a soft moan when she felt her son squeezing her breasts. 

"What a pervert!" Ye Qingyu mused when she saw her nephew squeezing her big sister's breasts. 



Even though Ye Qingyu was watching Yun Xin Er's live concert on TV, Ye Qingyu couldn't help but steal 

glances after hearing her big sister's moan. 

Ye Qingyu thought they would see Yun Xin Er's live concert on TV together, but it didn't seem like it 

would happen. She even started blaming her big sister, who was seducing her nephew, and of course, 

she also blamed her nephew, who was perverted to the core. 

At this time, when Xiao Tian knew that his mother wasn't wearing a bra. He brought his face closer to his 

mother's right ear and said, "Eh, you don't wear a bra, mother?" 

"Yes. Do you like it, Tian?" Ye Xueyin asked 

"Of course, I like it." Xiao Tian replied before he bit his mother's right earlobe gently. 

"Hmmffff" Ye Xueyin bit her lower lips, and her body shivered for a second when her son bit her right 

earlobe. 

At that time, Ye Xueyin seemed to enjoy her son's touch and accepted everything that her son did to her 

because she knew something like that would happen to her the moment she decided to sit in her son's 

embrace. 

Actually, Ye Xueyin hoped that her son would do something like that to her. That was why she decided 

to sit in her son's embrace without wearing a bra. 

After having sex with her son almost every day, Ye Xueyin felt as if her body was longing for her son's 

touch every minute, making her practically unable to concentrate on doing anything anymore. 

At that time, Xiao Tian was still squeezing his mother's breasts through her loose green T-shirt. However, 

the moment he heard his mother's sexy moans, he felt as if he was listening to a beautiful song, making 

him want to hear her sexy moan again and again. Therefore one of his hands went under her loose 

green T-shirt from near her neck to squeeze her soft breasts. 

"Ahhhh," Ye Xueyin moaned loudly when she felt her son squeezing her bare breasts. 

Ye Qingyu, who was watching Yun Xin Er's live concert on TV, was unable to concentrate anymore after 

hearing her big sister's moans. The lust within her body started erupting, but Ye Qingyu tried her best to 

hold back and continued watching Yun Xin Er' live concert on TV. 

While Ye Xueyin, who was already full of lust, started moving her own body. It was as if her body gave a 

sign that her body liked it and wanted to feel more of her son's touch. 

Seeing his mother move her own body, Xiao Tian started to smirks and said, "Eh! Do you like it, 

mother?" 

"Ahh... Yes…mother likes...Ah…it" Ye Xueyin moaned before her head suddenly fell into her son's 

shoulders. 

"So, you admit it, huh," Xiao Tian said 

"Ahhhh...Yes.. It feels goo-….Ahhh.." Ye Xueyin moaned when she felt her son's hands went under her 

white shorts and played with her pussy lips. 



"Eh! It's already wet. Did you prepare this for me?" Xiao Tian said as he teased his mother 

"Yes…Ahh… Mother's pussy is wet because it wants Tian's big cock inside it...Ahh…" Ye Xueyin moaned 

while moving her hip back and forth as if she wanted her son to put his fingers inside her pussy 

immediately. 

Because Xiao Tian didn't want to disappoint his mother, he immediately inserted two of his fingers in his 

mother's pussy. 

"Ahhhh... No way.. Ahh two fingers...Ahh. From the start," Ye Xueyin let out a soft moan. 

At this time, Ye Xueyin no longer cared about Yun Xin Er's live concert or the fact that her little sister was 

beside her. She only wanted to enjoy those heavenly pleasures and didn't want to end it. 

Because she couldn't hold it anymore, Ye Xueyin touched her son's cheeks and said, "Tian, mother can't 

hold it anymore. Let's do it right now." 

Upon hearing her big sister's words, Ye Qingyu immediately said, "What? You want to have sex here? 

Can you do it somewhere else?" 

After hearing her little sister's words, Ye Xueyin was unhappy. Ye Xueyin was unable to hold back 

anymore and wanted her son cock inside her pussy as soon as possible, so she looked at Ye Qingyu and 

answered, "Qingyu, shut up! If you don't want to see us, go to your room or sit down over there 

quietly!" 

Hearing her big sister's words, Ye Qingyu lowered her head and spoke, "I'm sorry, big sis." 

The corner of Xiao Tian's lips twitched when he heard his mother scolding his aunt. Xiao Tian began 

pitying his aunt when he saw her expression. 

"Aunt, do you want to join too?" Xiao Tian asked 

"No! I want to see Yun Xin Er's live concert on TV. I want to see her wearing your design dress in her live 

concert" Ye Qingyu said 

"Are you sure?" he inquired 

"Un" Ye Qingyu nodded he head 

Ye Xueyin, who was unable hold it anymore, immediately said, "Tian, forget about Qingyu and let's just 

do it" 

"Look like mother can't hold back any longer, huh," Xiao Tian answered as he smirked 

Using her right hand, Ye Xueyin rubbed her son's cock through his pants and stated, "Mother wants this 

hard and big cock inside her pussy." 

After saying that, Ye Xueyin and Xiao Tian started taking off their clothes. When Ye Xueyin saw her son's 

erect cock that standing mighty as if her son's cock was challenging the sky, a smile appeared on her 

face. 



Ye Xueying immediately squatted down and kissed the tip of her son's cock. "Please take care of me 

again." 

Chapter 47 - Good! I Take That As YES  

 

8-9 minutes 

 

On the couch that arranged in 'L' shape, a handsome young man sat on the couch naked with a nude 

mature lady bouncing up and down on him. 

"Tian….Ahh….Ah...Tian….." the lady moaned softly. 

Yes, those people were Xiao Tian and his mother, Ye Xueyin. Xiao Tian was having sex with his mother in 

lap dance position. 

At that time, his mother moved her hips up and down with her hands on her knees while Xiao Tian's 

hands were on his mother's hips so he could help his mother move her hips up and down. 

"Ahh...Ah…Ah…..Ah…." Ye Xueyin let out multiple moans. 

After a few minutes of moving her hip up and down, Ye Xueyin stopped moving her hips and leaned 

backward on her son. 

After leaning backward, Ye Xueyin turned her head and kissed her son's lips for two seconds, "Tian, do 

you like mother's pussy?" 

Upon hearing his mother's words, Xiao Tian wrapped his hands around his mother's hips. "Yes. Mother's 

pussy is the best." 

Ye Xueyin kissed her son's lips again after hearing her son's words. After that, she touched her son's 

faces and said, "Hehe. I'm glad to hear it." 

Not long after that, his mother started grinding on him, making Xiao Tian groan. When his mother 

started grinding on him, Xiao Tian moved his hands and played with his mother's nipples. 

"Ahhhhhhh," Ye Xueyin moaned loudly when her son pinched her nipples a little hard. 

Ye Qingyu, who saw them having sex, forget to blink. 

Upon seeing his aunt's face, Xiao Tian started to grins, "Mother, let's change position." 

"Kyaa" Ye Xueyin was startled when her son suddenly stood up, making her almost fall. 

After standing up, Xiao Tian pulled out his cock out of his mother's pussy so they could change the 

position more easily. 

But when Ye Xueyin sensed her son's cock was no longer inside her pussy, she looked at her son and 

said, "Tian, why are you pulling out your cock? Hurry up and put it in mother's pussy again." 

"Please wait for a second mother." Xiao Tian grabbed his mother's waist and placed her near his aunt. 



After that, Xiao Tian requested his mother to put her knees on the cushions while facing the back of the 

couch. 

Ye Qingyu, who saw it, suddenly said, "What are you doing here? I did nothing and not saying a single 

word. Please don't have sex in a place that so close to me." 

"Eh! But I want to have sex here." he replied as he smiled 

"There are many places in this room. Why did you choose here?" Ye Qingyu inquired 

"Why? Of course, because I want to." he answered 

"You… just do what you want!" Ye Qingyu said 

"Tian, hurry and put your cock in mother's pussy again. Mother's body feels itchy because mother's 

pussy wants your huge cock inside mother's pussy so badly…Tian…" Ye Xueyin stated as she moved her 

ass to the left and right. 

"Alright," Xiao Tian responded as he thrust his cock inside his mother's pussy again. 

"Ahhhhhh…." Ye Xueyin moaned loudly while holding the back of the couch tightly. 

Because they were having sex next to Ye Qingyu, she could not help but stare at them intently. She even 

could hear the sound of her big sister pussy opened widely by her nephew's cock because they were 

having sex next to her. 

Upon seeing his aunt's expression, Xiao Tian was happy. The reason he wanted to have sex with his 

mother near his aunt was that he wanted to make his aunt feel aroused so that she wants to have sex 

with him later. 

He wanted to use the opportunities of him having sex with his mother to make his aunt feel aroused by 

hearing his mother's moans or the sound of his mother's pussy opened widely by his cock. 

At this time, Ye Qingyu stared at her nephew's cock that was moving back and forth inside her big 

sister's pussy. Shortly after that, she bit her lower lips while unconsciously placing her hands on her 

pussy and started rubbing her pussy. 

After seeing his aunt rubbing her pussy, Xiao Tian smiled because his plan was successful. 

"Ah….Ah....Ah….Ah…." Ye Xeeyin let out many moans when her son moved his hips. 

SLICK SLICK SLICK SLICK 

The sound of Xiao Tian and his mother having sex echoed in the room, making Ye Qingyu open her little 

mouth and rub her pussy faster and faster. 

At that time, Xiao Tian could see his aunt was already full of lust. His aunt's green thong was already 

wet, and some of her love juice was even dripped down her thighs, making her look so sexy in his eyes. 

"Ahh...Tian…. Ahh…." Ye Xueyin moaned louder 

After hearing his mother's sexy moans, Xiao Tian placed his hands on his mother's clitoris and played 

with it. 



"Ah...Tian...Ah....Not mother's clitoris too...Ahhh" Ye Xueyin titled her head backward as she moaned 

At this time, Ye Qingyu no longer cared about Yun Xin Er's live concert on TV anymore. She was focused 

on watching her nephew and her big sister have sex. 

After a few minutes, Ye Xueyin couldn't support herself, making her head fall on the back of the couch 

while still moaning nonstop. 

"Ahh...Ahh…..Ah...Ah…Ah….." Ye Xueyin opened her mouth, making saliva drip from the corner of her 

mouth. 

"Do you like it, mother?" Xiao Tian asked as he pushed his cock deeper, making the tip of his cock enter 

his mother's womb 

"Ahhhhh...Mother like it…Ah…" Ye Xueyin moaned louder when the tips of her son's cock entered her 

womb. 

"Do you like it when my cock is inside your womb, mother?" Xiao Tian asked again 

"Ahh...Yes…Break mother's womb…Ahhh…Mark it using your cock…Ahhh," Ye Xueyin was unable to 

move her body because of the great pleasure. 

Ye Xeuyin's mind was blank at that moment. There was only pleasure and pleasure on her head when 

her son's cock entered her womb. 

Tears fell on her cheeks, but they were not the tears of sadness but tears of pleasure. The pleasures that 

she would never forget for the rest of her life. 

"Cumming…Ahhh..Mother is cummminggg…ahh…" Ye Xueyin said when she felt like she was about to 

cum 

When Xiao Tian knew that his mother was about to cum, he raised one of his mother's legs, making his 

mother pussy face his aunt. 

Ye Qingyu was still looking at them with lustful faces until a few minutes later, her big sister had a 

massive orgasm, and her big sister's cum hit her face and body, making her body wet from her big sister 

cum. 

Ye Qingyu was stunned and closed her eyes when her big sister's cum hit her face and body. After her 

big sister had an orgasm, Ye Qingyu wiped her face using her hands before looking at her big sister's 

body, who was shivering after she had a huge orgasm. 

Not long after his mother had an orgasm, Xiao Tian felt as if he was about to cum too, so he moved his 

hips faster. "Mother, you're on the pill, right?" 

But at this time, Ye Xueyin was in her weak state, so she was unable to answer. All she did was moaning 

and moaning. 

Because his mother didn't answer him, he immediately said, "Good! I take that as yes." 

After a few seconds, Xiao Tian had reached at his limit. "I'm cumminggg….." 



After Xiao Tian had an orgasm, because his mother was still at her weak moment, Xiao Tian grabbed his 

mother's body and placed his mother on the other side of the couch to help her catch her breath. 

After placing his mother on the other side of the couch, Xiao Tian sat next to his aunt, who was still 

looking at him intently. 

Upon seeing his aunt's expression, Xiao Tian grabbed his aunt's hands and placed it on his cock. After 

putting his aunt's hands on his cock, Xiao Tian forced his aunt's hands to stroke his cock. 

At this time, Ye Qingyu finally came to her senses when she felt her nephew's hot cock in her hands. 

When her nephew forced her to rub her nephew's cock, Ye Qingyu didn't say or do anything. She only 

looked at her nephew and let him force her hands to caress his cock. 

However, after two minutes, Xiao Tian let go of his hands, but his aunt was still stroking his cock while 

breathing heavily too. 

Chapter 48 - When Expectation Is Different From Reality  

 

7-9 minutes 

 

Using her long and slender right hand, Ye Qingyu, who was already full of lust, unconsciously stroked her 

nephew's cock. 

"Ahhhhhh," Ye Qingyu moaned when she felt her nephew's right hand was playing with her pussy 

skillfully. 

And at the same time on TV, Yun Xin Er, who was singing Xiao Tian's song 'illusion,' looked stunning 

when she wore Xiao Tian's design dress, making the audiences unable to turn their gaze and forget to 

blink. 

As she was singing Xiao Tian's song, the aura of a broken-hearted girl emanated within her. Coupled 

with the suitable dress she wore, she looked like an angel who didn't have wings that longed for heaven. 

The feeling of sadness, regret, helplessness, and depression could be seen on Yun Xin Er's face. 

When the sound of piano and guitar stopped for a second, she raised her right hand forward and sang 

the song sorrowfully. 

"Love has tired, left, and ceased to exist..... 

Leaving behind a heartbreaking tenderness..... 

Other than him, I have nothing anymore...… 

As the piano played.... 

The song that suited for such a moment so well.... 

I just heard it and cried louder...… 



Dreams were made, awakened, and shattered... 

Leaving behind a heartbreaking tenderness... 

Why... 

Why...….. 

I gave you everything..... 

I always make sure you're happy... 

Why... 

Why did you do that to me... 

Where's the happiness you promised... 

I've sacrificed everything for you..... 

GOD.... 

Please, I want to repeat the time.... 

And listen to you...…. " 

And not long after that, she finished singing the song. 

After Yun Xin Er finished singing the song, the female host immediately walked toward her and said, 

"Miss Yun, this song is truly a masterpiece song, and you had sung the song perfectly, making all of us 

unable to turn our eyes away from you." 

"Thank you." Yun Xin Er replied as she smiled beautifully 

"Miss Yun, according to rumors, the composer of this song is still young, right? Could I ask you, who's 

the person who created this masterpiece song?" the female host asked. 

The female host's words dropped the entire area into dead silence. 

Since the song 'illusion' took the first place on China Song List, many people from entertainment 

companies, news, TV channels, tried to find out who's the composer of that song but to no avail because 

Li Wen used the influence of the Li family to seal the information. 

That was why when the female host asked Yun Xin Er who's the composer of the song called 'illusion'; 

the whole china paid attention to her. 

However, they only got a disappointing answer from Yun Xin Er because... 

"Sorry, you can't ask that because the composer has sold the song to us, so it's our song now," Yun Xin 

Er responded as she smiled 

Upon hearing Yun Xin Er's words, the whole of China and the female host had disappointed faces. 

Because she didn't want to look unprofessional, the female host decided to change the topic "Do you 

think the composer of the song is watching you right now?" 



"Of course. I'm sure, the composer must be gawk and sit like statute right now because I sang the song 

perfectly" Yun Xin Er answered proudly 

While at Xiao Tian's house 

"Ahh...Ahh…..Ah….." Ye Qingyu let out multiple moans 

At that time, they were having sex in a standing position. Xiao Tian held one of his aunt's legs while he 

thrust cock inside his aunt's pussy repeatedly. 

"Ahh...Ahhh...Ahhh... Tian… Tian…" Ye Qingyu wrapped her slender arms around her nephew's neck 

before she started kissing him. 

After breaking the kiss, Xiao Tian raised his aunt's other leg. "Aunt, hold onto me tightly." 

"Ahhhh. So deep" Ye Qingyu exclaimed when her nephew's cock reached the deepest part of her pussy 

"Ah….Ah…..Ah….." Ye Qingyu moaned while leaning her head on her nephew's shoulders. 

As Xiao Tian thrust his cock inside his aunt's pussy, some of her love juice fell on the floor, making the 

floor wet because of her love juice. 

"Is that so?" the female host required. 

"Of course. I'm sure about it. Maybe the composer even forgets to blink right now. Haha" Yun Xin Er 

responded jokingly 

"Well, you had sung the song perfectly. I believe what you say must be true. The composer must be 

proud because a famous singer like Miss Yun sings her/his song." the female host said. 

"Un. That's right." Yun Xin Er nodded her head. 

When the female host noticed the dress that Yun Xin Er wore, she was surprised because the dress was 

so beautiful, making her want to know who was the designer of the dress that she wears. 

"Ah! Miss Yun, your dress is so beautiful. Who is the designer of the dress?" the female host asked 

curiously. 

"Yes. This dress is very beautiful. The moment I saw this dress, I was shocked and wanted to 

immediately wear this dress." Yun Xin Er stated as she smiled 

"So who is the designer of the dress?" the female host asked 

"His name is Xiao Tian. He is a multi-talented young man who's only nineteen years old this year" Yun 

Xin Er explained 

"Wow! He is still so young and he can already make a beautiful dress. I wonder, who's his teacher? Don't 

tell me his teacher is one of the famous teachers in China or in the world?" the host inquired curiously 

"Well, actually I also want to know who is his teacher, but he didn't want to tell me," Yun Xin Er said 

"I also want a dress like this. Where can I buy a dress like this? Does he have an offline shop?" the 

female host asked 



"No. He still doesn't have an offline shop because he just started his business. If you want to buy it, you 

can buy it on StarsClothes.coooom. There are several dresses on the sites. You should check it. I'm sure 

you won't regret it," Yun Xin Er replied as she promoted Xiao Tian's online shop. 

After Shi Fei finished creating the online shop, Xiao Tian informed Yun Xin Er that if someone wants to 

buy the dress, they only need to buy from the website. 

Regarding why he named the shop StarsClothes, it was because his mother already owned a coffee 

shop, and its name was Stars Coffee. That's why Xiao Tian used the Stars name for his website because 

he wanted to make the Stars Shop into Star Company. 

Little brother, I've promoted your dress, so you've to treat me a meal. Don't you dare to forget it or I'll 

hit you later, Yun Xin Er thought to herself 

"Audiences, did you hear it? If you want a beautiful dress like the one miss Yun is wearing right now, just 

buy it on the sites. Of course, I'll also buy it later" the female host announced 

"Little brother, I've promoted your dress. You will keep your promise right?" Yun Xin Er asked as she 

winked 

While at Xiao Tian's home 

"I will...…cum inside you aunt," Xiao Tian said as he groaned 

Ye Qingyu didn't answer him and only moaned at that time. 

When Xiao Tian had reached his limit, he moved his hips faster. "I'm cumming...." 

After a few seconds, Xiao Tian pulled out his cock of his aunt's pussy and saw some of his sperm dripping 

out from her pussy. 

After he was satisfied having sex with his aunt, he made his aunt sit on the sofa while he held her body 

because she was still in her weak condition. 

"Eh! The concert is over?" Xiao Tian said in surprise 

The corner of his lips twitched. 

Because he had sex with his mother and aunt, he no longer paid attention to Yun Xin Er's live concert, so 

he didn't know whether Yun Xin Er was promoting her dress design or not. 

At that time, he could only sigh. He purposely took his time so he could see Yun Xin Er promote his 

dress, but in the end, he didn't know whether she was promoting her clothes or not. 

"Ah! Forget it. Someone will upload this concert on the internet later, or I can just call Yun Xin Er." he 

mused. 

Chapter 49 - Come Here And Give Me Good Morning Kiss  
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In the morning after he had breakfast, Xiao Tian traveled to Lin Xing Xue's house to tell her the good 

news. 

As he walked, a big smile arose on his face. The reason he smiled was because he saw hundreds of 

people ordering dresses at his online store. 

Last night, when he lay in bed before going to sleep, he checked the latest video of Yun Xin Er's concert 

on the internet. 

After browsing for several minutes, Xiao Tian finally found someone with the YourTube account name 

'Yun Xin Er is my goddess' had uploaded Yun Xin Er's latest concert on his YourTube channel. 

Yourtube was a site where anyone can share a video they made or in short video-sharing platform made 

by westerners 

After watching Yun Xin Er's latest concert on YourTube, Xiao Tian knew that Yun Xin Er had promoted his 

online shop. That was why Xiao Tian immediately checked his online shop. 

At first, only thirty people requested the dresses in his online shop, but after breakfast, he checked 

again and saw orders at his online store increased from thirty to one hundred. 

His aunt and mother were delighted after hearing that. His mother and aunt said that they would be 

glad to help him if he required something. 

Not long after that, he arrived at Lin Xing Xue's house and knocked on the door 

"Little Xue, your handsome lover, has come. Please open the door" Xiao Tian said 

Not long after that, the sound of the door opened by someone could be heard on Xiao Tian's ears. 

When the door was opened, Xiao Tian saw a gorgeous mature lady dressing in casual clothes, "Good 

morning, little Xue." 

"Good morning," Lin Xing Xue replied as she smiled 

"Here, a sign of my love for you." Xiao Tian spoke as he gave her a bouquet of breadsticks. 

When Lin Xing Xue saw a bouquet of breadsticks on his hands, she giggled and said, "What is this?" 

"Of course, a bouquet of breadsticks." Xiao Tian answered. 

"I know. But why did you give me a bouquet of breadsticks? Do you want me to become a fat lady?" Lin 

Xing Xue spoke jokingly 

Upon hearing her words, Xiao Tian put his right hand on his chest and replied, "Even if you become fat 

lady later, my love for you won't change" 

She smiled and spoke, "What a glib tongue!" 

"Wait… I think it'd be better if you become fat lady because if you are fat, no one will snatch you from 

me" he said jokingly 



Hearing his words, Lin Xing Xue immediately replied, "Hey! I don't want to become a fat lady. Wouldn't 

you like it more if I still look sexy and beautiful?" 

"As long as it's you, I don't care about it. I will love you until the world falls to pieces," Xiao Tian stated as 

he looked at her lovingly, "Come here. Give your lover a good morning kiss." 

She turned her head and said, "Ah! I need to put the breadsticks on the dining table" 

Seeing her wanting to pretend to put the breadsticks on the dining table, Xiao Tian touched her chin and 

kissed her pink lips. Lin Xing Xue did nothing when Xiao Tian kissed her. She even shut her eyes as if she 

wanted to enjoy the kiss. 

"Wow! What a lovey-dovey couple, it makes me jealous" suddenly a voice rang out 

After hearing that, they immediately broke the kiss and looked at the source of the sound. 

"Shi Fei?! Why are you doing here?" Xiao Tian asked with puzzlement. 

Why is she here? Did she sleep at Lin Xing Xue's house last night? But why? Xiao Tian thought to himself 

Shi Fei ignored his question. She suddenly ran and jumped on Xiao Tian, "Little brother, catch me." 

Seeing Shi Fei, who suddenly jumped on him, Xiao Tian immediately caught her "Hey! Suddenly jumping 

on me like this is dangerous, you know" 

Shi Fei smiled and replied, "Hehe. I know little brother would catch me. That was why I suddenly jumped 

on you" 

Upon seeing her behavior, Xiao Tian could only smile at her. When Xiao Tian wanted to put her down, 

Shi Fei suddenly wrapped her arms around his neck and locked her legs around his waist. 

"Sigh! What are you doing? Hurry up and get down" Xiao Tian said as he sighed 

"I want a good morning kiss too." Shi Fei replied 

"Hey!" Lin Xing Xue shouted after hearing Shi Fei's words 

"Xue, don't be selfish. Share him with me" Shi Fei said 

"Why him?" Lin Xing Xue asked 

"Because I want him as my boyfriend. Xue, you still haven't accepted him as your boyfriend, so is it 

wrong if I want to be his girlfriend?" Shi Fei answered 

At this moment, Lin Xing Xue opened her mouth as if she wanted to say something but decided against it 

because she realized that they still hadn't officially become lovers. 

A feeling of jealousy suddenly arose when Lin Xing Xue heard that Shi Fei wanted Xiao Tian to become 

her lover. 

"Get down," Lin Xing Xue stated as she forced Shi Fei down. 

After that, Lin Xing Xue immediately dragged him to the guest room and said, "Sit here and wait. I'll 

make tea and bring some snacks." 



"Un" Xiao Tian nodded 

Two minutes later, Lin Xin Xue returned to the guest room with tea and snacks on her hands. After 

placing the tea and the snacks on the table, she smiled and said "Here your tea and snacks," 

"Thank you." he replied as he smiled 

Then Shi Fei, Lin Xing Xue, and Xiao Tian sat in the guest room together. At that time, Xiao Tian suddenly 

grabbed Lin Xing Xu's waist and made her sit on his lap 

"Kya" Lin Xing Xue was surprised when he suddenly made her sit on his lap. 

"You.. bad boy! I almost have a heart attack because of you" Lin Xing Xue spoke while hitting his chest 

gently 

"If you get heart attack, I'll take care of you," he answered as he smiled 

"Again, with that sweet talk of yours," Lin Xing Xue said 

"But you like it, right?" Xiao Tian inquired as he touched her cheeks 

"Un. I like it" Lin Xing Xue replied as she smiled 

After seeing them who act like a couple in love, Shi Fei said with a scowl. "Hey! I'm here too. Little 

brother, at least, let me act lovey-dovey with you too" 

"Just sit over there quietly," Lin Xing Xue said as she smiled 
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Because the one who saw her sitting on Xiao Tian's lap was her good friend, Lin Xing Xu wasn't 

embarrassed and behaved like it was normal for her to sit on his lap. 

"Little Xue. Do you know—" before he had finished his words, he was interrupted by Lin Xing Xue 

"I know. You want to talk about the orders in your online shop right?" Lin Xing Xue said as she smiled 

After breakfast, Lin Xing Xue checked Xiao Tian's online shop and was thrilled when she noticed a 

hundred peoples ordering dresses in his online shop. 

"Ah! My lover is excellent! You even know what I want to say. Did you check my online shop?" even 

though Xiao Tian had guessed that she knew the reason why he came to her home, but he wanted to 

hear it directly from her. 

"Yes. I've checked your online shop this morning. That's why I know you will come to my house" Lin Xing 

Xue replied 



"As expected of my lover. You understand me very well" Xiao Tian said while pinching Ling Xing Xue's 

nose 

"You really like pinching my nose, huh," Lin Xing Xue stated while rubbing her nose 

Upon seeing them behave like a lover who in love, Shi Fei was jealous, "Little brother, I desire to act 

lovey-dovey with you too." 

"Ah! Tian, there is a lady over there" Lin Xing Xue stated while pointing her index finger at Shi Fei 

Upon hearing Lin Xing Xue's words, Xiao Tian laughed and decided to play along with her "Ah! You're 

right. I thought we're alone right now" 

Shi Fei was unhappy when they bullied her. That was why she sat next to Xiao Tian and said, "Little 

brother, I also desire to sit on your lap." 

"I'm fine with it, but little Xue is sitting on my lap right now, so you've to wait if you want to sit on my 

lap." Xiao Tian answered 

"Xue, change with me. I also want to sit on his lap." Shi Fei said as she touched Lin Xing Xue's hands. She 

thought it was unfair to let her see them behaving like a lover who was in love in front of her. She felt 

like she was the third wheel at that time. 

"Did you say something, Fei?" Lin Xing Xue asked as she giggled 

"Xue…. How could you do this to me? Don't you feel bad treating me like this?" Shi Fei replied with a 

scowl 

"If you think so, then you should find a boyfriend right now." Ling Xing Xue said as she giggled 

"Hey! You still haven't officially become his lover. I still have a chance or how about the both of us 

become his girlfriend at the same time?" Shi Fei said 

Upon hearing Shi Fei's words, Xiao Tian nodded his head and spoke, "Un, un. That's not a bad idea. I 

agree with that idea." 

"Did you hear that?" Shi Fei inquired happily when Xiao Tian agreed with her idea. 

Lin Xing Xue pinched Xiao Tian's cheeks and said, "Playboy!" 

"Eh! Are you jealous, little Xue? How cute!" Xiao Tian said as he smiled 

"Cute? Didn't you say I'm pretty?" Lin Xing Xue asked 

"Yes. Cute and pretty!" Xiao Tian answered 

"How about me, little brother?" Shi Fei asked 

"You're a sexy lady!" he responded honestly 

"Hehe. Thanks for the compliment. Let me kiss you as thanks" after saying that, using her right hand, Shi 

Fei touched Xiao Tian's chin and kissed his lips. 



When he felt Shi Fei's lips were on his lips, Xiao Tian was shocked because he had no idea that Shi Fei 

dared to kiss him in front of her good friend 

At that time, Lin Xing Xue also paid no attention to Shi Fei. That was why when She Fei suddenly kissed 

Xiao Tian's lips, she was astonished for a few seconds before trying to stop Shi Fei "What are you doing, 

Fei?" 

Shi Fei broke the kiss and said, "Of course, kissing him. His mouth fragrance is smell good. No wonder 

you didn't mind it when he kissed you earlier." 

"Is that so?" Xiao Tian inquired 

"Un. I like your mouth fragrance. It makes me want to kiss you again" Shi Fei answered honestly 

Upon hearing Shi Fei's words, Xiao Tian smiled and said, "What is it? Are you addicted to kiss me now?" 

"Yes. Let me kiss you again, little brother," She Fei replied as she brought her face closer to his face. 

However, when she was about to kiss Xiao Tian again, Lin Xing Xue touched Xiao Tian's cheeks and 

kissed him first. 

When she saw Lin Xing Xue was kissing him, Shi Fei chuckled and said, "Hehe, what is it, Xue? Are you 

jealous because I want to kiss him again?" 

Lin Xing Xue ignored her question and stared at Xiao Tian, "Tian, do you like it when I kissed you just 

now?" 

"Yes. I like it" Xiao Tian answered happily 

He didn't expect Lin Xing Xue immediately kiss him when Shi Fei was about to kiss him. Xiao Tian thought 

it wasn't a bad idea to have Shi Fei around them because with Shi Fei around them, he could make his 

progress with Lin Xing Xue faster and from how Shi Fei behaves, he knew that he could take on Shi Fei 

too later. 

"Alright. Let's stop playing and start discussing the order in my online shop first." Xiao Tian said 

seriously. 

Even though he would like to continue what they were doing at that time, he had to end it because his 

primary purpose was to discuss the order and how to send one hundred dresses in three-five days. 

"Alright. Let's talk about it" Lin Xing Xue and Shi Fei answered at the same time 

Then they started planning everything carefully, and after thirty minutes, they decided to rent a building 

and hire more people to help them make dresses. 

After searching for about two hours, they finally found the most suitable building for his business. 

The building was rectangular. It was around 100x70 meters. The room inside the building was divided 

into two parts, one large empty room that has more, which has half of the building area, and one 

smaller room, which has about a quarter of the building area. 



When they inspected the large room, they were satisfied and thought it would be perfect for tailors and 

other employees to work later. 

After checking the larger room, they immediately headed to the smaller room. 

In the left corner of the smaller room, there were three bathrooms and three toilet cubicles next to it, 

while at the right angle, there was a bedroom equipped with private bathrooms. 

There were three offices room next to the bedroom with a dining room and kitchen in front of the 

office's room. 

When they were checking around the building, they saw several trees around the building, and the trees 

were carrying a shadow of the building. There was also a wall as high as two meters around the building 

to make the building more secure. 

After they were satisfied with everything, they decided to rent that building for six months because they 

wanted to try working on that building first. 

After they paid the rent, Xiao Tian called the cleaning service to help them cleaning the building. 

After everything was clean, they bought thirty sewing machines, tables, chairs, sofas and put them in the 

building 

After they arranged everything neatly, he called the tailor who had helped him make dresses last time 

and asked them to bring 40 reliable tailors when they meet him later. 

The tailors were happy when they knew that he wanted to hire them again and immediately called their 

reliable friends to work for him 

After three hours, fifty tailors came to the building to meet Xiao Tian. Xiao Tian told them that he 

wanted to hire them on the condition that they have to diligent, honest, passionate, disciplined, polite, 

respectful, and not easy to complain. 

He also promised to give them a bonus if their work is satisfying. After hearing Xiao Tian's words, they 

were happy and decided to work for him heartily. 

And not long after that, the material for making the clothes came, and after they placed it neatly, they 

left. 

 


